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PRESS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 

 
NOBISKRUG signs a 62-meter superyacht project 

 

 
 
 
Rendsburg - Germany, May 9th, 2018. NOBISKRUG is delighted to announce 
the signing of the new 62-meter superyacht project. For the second time 
in a row, Imperial acted as Broker for the sale and will continue as 
Owner’s Representative and Construction Supervisor throughout the 
build. 
 
With a vertical bow and modern exterior lines, the superyacht has five decks and 
boasts generous open areas, which are meticulously planned. Her exterior design 
reveals a mixture of classic and contemporary elements outlined by the esteemed 
Espen Øino International. 
 
“Teaming up with Nobiskrug on a second project in a row this year is a real proof 
of quality and strong relationships built through the years ”, says Julia Stewart, 
Imperial Director. “Thanks to the incredible minds of Espen Øino International 
team and our unrivaled experience in luxury superyacht projects construction, we 
are ready to deliver another striking vessel.” 
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The high volume of the yacht allows extremely spacious owner’s and guest areas, 
like the main salon, sky lounge, beach club or the wellness area including a 7-
meter glass walls pool. Furthermore, the yacht is foreseen with a tender garage 
for two tenders, rescue boat, Sea-Doos and many water toys. 
 
“We are thrilled to be part of this project and we will do our outmost to deliver 
another superyacht that will proudly join the Nobiskrug fleet”, says Rainer 
Stobrawa, Project Manager of Nobiskrug. 
 
Both Nobiskrug and Imperial are excited to team up on this project, this being the 
third superyacht they build together, after Project 783 delivered in 2012 and the 
newly signed 77-meter superyacht project. 
 
The completion of the superyacht project is scheduled for spring 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About NOBISKRUG 
 
Over more than a century of experience in shipbuilding, Nobiskrug has built around 750 vessels, 
having its current core business focused on the highly specialized construction of individually 
manufactured custom superyachts. 
 
The shipyard can cover a building range from 60 to 426 meters, which is the maximum size of the 
dock available. Over 900 in-house employees work at the shipyard’s three facilities in Northern 
Germany, where they have developed and built numerous internationally award-winning 
superyachts. With the delivery of the “Sailing Yacht A”, the German shipyard once again confirmed 
their powerful presence among the leading superyacht builders. 
 
Additionally, Nobiskrug provides repair and refit services at the same high quality either at the 
shipyard facilities in Northern Germany, in the state-of-the-art superyacht hall or in the 
Mediterranean Area with its flying squad and local partners. 
 
Blending modern technology with traditional skills of German master craftsmen, Nobiskrug is 
entering a new era by building superyachts that will last for generations to come, in tune and ready 
to cruise into the 22nd century. 
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Vesna Blötz  
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Kieler Strasse 53 
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www.nobiskrug.com 


